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Below is our marketing promotion campaign for the project launching invitation to our prospective 
real estate investors. 
 
We wish to share with you the business opportunities we are actively campaigning . . . seeking a 
hopeful partnership we could build together by filling the strengths in building a truly successful 
project development initiatives like what we have at the 100 Ha. Smart-City, Eco-Friendly 
Township-Mixed Use development for commercial, residential, hotels and industrial 
hub we intend to build and start a marketing soft lunch by this 1st week of November 2020. 
 
Please find here >> https://urcmarketing.com/featured-open-properties for the latest update we 
have compiled for the project background, kindly take a moment to review and send any 
questions you may have the soonest convenient to you. 

URConnect Marketing Services primary strengths are having these incredible 
properties entrusted to us to be under our marketing management to bring out its 
unlimited potential at the highest profitability or for the most fruitful gain this could 
generate within our initiatives and capacity.  

We have projected the value of at least 19 of prime properties under our management to be 
in Php 20B should we be successful in selling or developing these properties. These prime 
listings are continuously growing within our marketing portfolio. We need to be certain that 
everyone sees the value of these opportunities we bring on the table. 

We have outlined more strengths we need to fill in to guarantee our success as follows: 

The second primary value strength we bring is our Marketing expertise to 
showcase your unlimited potential for your growth by bringing your 
assets/services and your professional capacity to our network of reputable 
businesses who could be your potential consumers through a business-to-
business networking. 

The third primary value strength we bring is our Risk Management approach. We 
openly partner with established and reputable financial institutions and insurers. We have our 
own internal underwriters under a retainer's arrangement to guarantee each of our Equity 
Investors value at a very reasonable yearly minimum premium possible. 

Surprisingly, we have a fourth primary strength... we bring a cutting-edge 
technologies that would aid our capacity for better transparency to our 
stakeholders in partnership with Microsoft Technologies. 
 
We are into Fin-Tech (Finance Technologies) and Insure-Tech (Insurance Technologies) 
leading innovators with our URSmart-Contract digital property/asset title-vault and UROnePay 
App re-insurer software development plan with an estimated of at least in Php 6 B insurance 
reserved and Php 10 B revenue for projected 1 million respondents in 3-5 years’ time. We had 
prepared a separate presentation and a whitepaper for this business plan.  
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And Yes, we bring the fifth element of our primary strength . . . we have our network 
of individuals and businesses with highest integrity, and the URC-MS team who bring all these 
opportunities now on our table. 😊 

It is a wonderful future ahead of us all, may all the stars aligned to our endeavor to serve each 
other and the communities and businesses who would benefit with all our strengths we bring 
together! 
 
 

Thank you so much for your time and hope you enjoy a wonderful day! :)  
 

Yours Sincerely, 
 
Entrepreneurs for Marketing Research, Sales Campaign, Advertising, Solution Creation, 
Market Innovation Strategies & Risk Management  

URConnect Marketing Services 
(Urban & Rural Connect Marketing Management Services) 

12F Trade & Financial Tower U1206 Lane Q, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig 1634 Philippines 
WhatsApp: +63 915 6564357 | https://urcmarketing.com | e-mail: info@urcmarketing.com  
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DISCLAIMER: 
This message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you have received it 
in error, please delete it and advise the sender immediately. You should not copy or use it for any other purpose or disclose its 
contents to any other person. 


